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Abstract
Optical Coherence Tomography allows ophthalmologist to obtain
cross-section imaging of eye retina. Assisted with digital image anal-
ysis methods, effective disease detection could be performed. Various
methods exist to extract feature from OCT images. The proposed
study aims to compare the effectiveness of handcrafted and deep neu-
ral network features. The evaluated dataset consist of 32339 instances
distributed in four classes, namely CNV, DME, DRUSEN, and NOR-
MAL. The methods are Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG), Local
Binary Pattern (LBP), DenseNet-169, and ResNet50. As a result, the
deep neural network based methods outperformed the handcrafted fea-
ture with 88% and 89% accuracy for DenseNet and ResNet compared
to 50 % and 42 % for HOG and LBP respectively. The deep neural
network based methods also demonstrated better result on the under
represented class.
Keywords: Optical Coherence Tomography, HOG, LBP, DenseNet,
ResNet
1 Introduction
As a breakthrough of medical imaging technology, with most application
in ophthalmology, optical coherence tomography (OCT) allows in situ mor-
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(a) CNV (b) DME
(c) DRUSEN (d) NORMAL
Figure 1: Dataset samples [6]
phology assessment without invasive procedure (surgical or removal of tissue
sample). The OCT imaging technique is based on light, in contrast to ul-
trasound B-mode imaging that utilizes sound, thus allows more accurate
resolution of 10µm [1]. This method is superior to fluorescein angiography
in imaging all layers of the retinal vasculature as reported by Spaide et al [2].
Digital image processing and analysis tasks in optical coherence tomog-
raphy include automatic image segmentation and detection of disease. Both
tasks are related given that segmentation can be viewed as a recognition
task in an mxn pixels image. Various method are available to extract fea-
ture from OCT images. The features can be handcrafted or obtained from
automatic feature learning such as deep neural network.
Some example of studies on OCT image segmentation based handcrafted
features are the study by Vermeer et al. and Lang et al [3] [4]. Vermeer
et al. proposed two types of features. The first is pixel value and the pixel
above and below it. The second is haar-like feature based on A-line scan [3].
Two general categories of features are introduced by Lang et al. namely
spatial aware and context aware features which constitutes 27 features in
total [4]. Other study by Gadde et al. demonstrated foveal avascular zone
(FAZ) produce segmentation using local fractal analysis [5].
Handcrafted features work relatively well in specific domain with small
number of data. With continuous improvements, feature learning based on
deep neural network is more favorable due to possibility of learning from
larger data and to learn more complex pattern. This is achieved by con-
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structing the network with deeper layer. Learning from small number of
sample is also possible with transfer learning.
OCT segmentation with automatic feature extraction are demonstrated
in the study by He et al. and Alonso-Caneiro et al [7] [8]. U-Net based Seg-
mentation Network (S-Net) followed by Regression Network (R-Net) were
proposed to obtain topology guaranteed segmentation [7]. In contrast to
the S-Net and R-Net framework, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was
trained to compute probability map as a sign of the presence of boundary at
certain pixels [8]. Both studies demonstrated the superiority of automatic
feature extraction compared to the non-automatic counterpart.
Coherent with the presented OCT segmentation studies, automatically
and non-automatically extracted features are also evaluated in OCT image
classification studies.
Atlas based shape analysis with Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
was studied by Lee et al. The method was evaluated for two experiments,
the first was discerning glaucoma versus normal eye and the second was nor-
mal versus suspect eye (normal eye in pair with unilateral glaucoma). The
proposed method relies on fshape framework to obtain atlas estimation, a
template object from which each observation based on. With reliance on
initial template to compute the final mean template, the method requires
a good initial template to start with. The study was also limited in terms
of the number of evaluated data [9]. Other reported study in OCT is His-
togram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) feature extractor and Support Vector
Machine for classifying normal, diabetic macular edema (DME), and dry
age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Evaluated on spectral domain-
OCT data from 45 patients, the correctly classified fraction of volumes are
86.67%, 100%, and 100% respectively [10].
Traditional computer vision application in object recognition usually em-
ploys manually extracted feature. With deep neural network feature extrac-
tion, limitation on the use of good initial template and relatively small
number of data sample as required in the previously discussed studies could
be mitigated.
Convolutional neural network has been studied at least before 1995 with
application in hand written word recognition [11]. A notable success of this
method is in ImageNet object recognition [12].
The success has been followed up in medical image analysis including
application in fundus autofluorescence (FAF) and OCT images. In FAF, for
example, deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) performed 96% and
91% in recognizing geographic atrophy (GA) versus normal and GA vs other
diseases respectively. Reported study in OCT image includes the proposed
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VGG-16 with Xavier algorithm weight initialization which successfully iden-
tify age-related macular degeneration with ROC area under curve of 92.78%
and accuracy of 87.63% [13]. Other study is the identification and quan-
tification of intraretinal cystoid fluid (IRC) and subretinal fluid (SRF) that
resulted in a high correlation between the method and the ground truth [14].
In spite of the recent development in deep neural network based meth-
ods, comparison and evaluation of deep neural network and non-automatic
(handcrafted) feature extraction in OCT has not been thoroughly reported.
Therefore, the proposed study aims to evaluate image feature extractions
methods for classifying OCT images. Two types of methods are considered.
The first method belongs to the non-automatic feature extraction, while the
second belongs to deep convolutional neural network family.
2 Research Method
2.1 Dataset
OCT images from the study by Kermany et al. are used in this study [6].
The OCT images belong to four class, namely Choroidal Neovasculariza-
tion (CNV), Diabetic Macular Edema (DME), Drusen (presents in eary
Age-Related Macular Degeneration), and Normal. Some of the samples are
shown in Fig 1. The data distribution is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Dataset Instance Distribution
train test val
CNV 37205 242 8 37455
DME 11348 242 8 11598
DRUSEN 8616 242 8 8866
NORMAL 26315 242 8 26565
83484 968 32 84484
2.2 Methodology
The proposed methodology consists of the following steps
1. Data preprocessing
2. Feature extraction
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Rescaling and padding process: A single channel 469 x 768 image
(a) was rescaled into 144 x 224 and then padded with black pixels to form
224 x 224 pixels image (b)
3. Classifier training
2.3 Data Preprocessing
1. Image rescaling and padding
The original images are varied in size. In order to extract the feature,
all of the images were adjusted into uniform size of 224 x 224 pix-
els. The longer dimension (between height or width) will be rescaled
into 224, and the shorter will be adjusted with maintaining the image
aspect ratio. After rescaling, the image was padded with zero pixels
located in the center. The procedure is illustrated in Fig 2.
2. Image Resampling
There is a large gap between the number of training samples (83484)
and validation samples (32). Given the relatively large number of
instances and the imbalance between training and validation data as
shown in Table 1, the training and validation data were resampled
and re-distributed. Approximately ±25% of the training images were
randomly sampled to form the new training set. Another ±12.5%
different partition of random samples were taken from training set for
the new validation set. The test set was not altered. Therefore, only
38.278 % of the data were retained. The new distribution is show in
Table 2.
2.4 Feature Extraction
The training, validation, and testing images were converted into feature
vector using the following methods
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Table 2: Dataset Instance Distribution After Resampling
train test val
CNV 9261 242 4743 14246
DME 2803 242 1441 4486
DRUSEN 2106 242 1096 3444
NORMAL 6571 242 3350 10163
20741 968 10630 32339
(a) Image sample
(b) HOG feature (c) LBP feature
(d) DenseNet-169
feature
(e) ResNet50 feature
Figure 3: Feature extraction example (image: normal-336530-5.png)
1. Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [15]
2. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [16] [17]
3. Pretrained Convolutional Neural Network: Residual Network (ResNet50)
[18]
4. Pretrained Convolutional Neural Network: Densely Connected Net-
work (DenseNet-169) [19]
HOG and LBP belong to non-automatic feature extraction method,
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while the other two convolutional neural networks (ResNet50 and DenseNet-
169) belong to the automatic method. The parameter settings for HOG and
LBP are summarized in Table 3.
Both of the convolutional neural network feature extractors are based
on Keras implementation [20]. The network parameter and size is described
in Table 4. The weights are obtained by pretraining on Imagenet data.
Table 3: HOG and LBP Parameter Settings
Parameter Value
HOG
Number of orientations 8
Pixels per cell 16 x 16
Cells per block 2 x 2
LBP
Number of Points 16
Radius 2
Histogram block size 16 x 16
Method Uniform
Table 4: Network Size
Number of Parameters Size on Disk
DenseNet-169 14,307,880 57 MB
ResNet50 25,636,712 99 MB
The resulting feature dimension for each method is summarized in Table
5.
Table 5: Feature Size
HOG LBP DenseNet ResNet
5408 1960 1664 2048
2.5 Classification
The extracted features were then utilized to train a classifier. A classifier
was trained for each feature extraction type. The evaluated classifier is a
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perceptron neural network with no hidden layer (logistic regression). Al-
though multilayer perceptron is a possible option to learn more complex
(non-linear) pattern, linear classifier is sufficient for benchmarking.
The classifier was implemented using one-vs-all strategy. Therefore, four
perceptron units were trained for each classifier as there are four classes
(CNV, DME, DRUSEN, NORMAL). The classifier uses softmax activation
function.
The training parameters were summarized in Table 6.
Table 6: Training Parameters
Parameter Value
Number of epochs 100
Learning rate 10−4
Optimizer Adam [21]
Loss function Categorical crossentropy
3 Result and Discussion
3.1 Result
3.1.1 Training and Validation
Fig 4 shows per-epoch training and validation accuracy for each method.
The validation accuracy of the four methods against each other is depicted
in Fig 5.
3.1.2 Evaluation in Test Data
Evaluated on test data, the classifier accuracy is shown in Table 11. The
precision, recall, and F1-score for HOG, LBP, DenseNet, and ResNet are
summarized in Table 7, 8, 9, and 10 respectively.
3.2 Discussion
Fig 4 shows that the training and validation accuracy converges by the end
of the training process. The progress is almost static at the final epochs,
although LBP still shows relatively higher gradient compared to other meth-
ods.
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(a) HOG (b) LBP
(c) DenseNet-169 (d) ResNet50
Figure 4: Training and Validation Accuracy in 100 Epochs. The gray
straight line and the black dashed line denote training and validation accu-
racy respectively.
Figure 5: Validation accuracy for each method against each other
Table 7: Classifier with HOG Feature
Precision Recall F1-score
CNV 0.40 0.96 0.57
DME 0.60 0.04 0.07
DRUSEN 0.59 0.04 0.08
NORMAL 0.66 0.96 0.78
average 0.56 0.50 0.37
HOG and LBP show almost no gap between training and validation
accuracy, while a larger gap is shown by the CNN based methods, espe-
cially ResNet50. The gap is related to the bias-variance characteristic of the
methods. The larger the gap, the more the model variance. Against each
other, the CNN based methods consistently demonstrated higher accuracy
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Table 8: Classifier with LBP Feature
Precision Recall F1-score
CNV 0.36 0.95 0.52
DME 0.00 0.00 0.00
DRUSEN 0.00 0.00 0.00
NORMAL 0.55 0.74 0.63
average 0.23 0.42 0.29
Table 9: Classifier with DenseNet-169 Feature
Precision Recall F1-score
CNV 0.72 0.99 0.84
DME 0.98 0.79 0.87
DRUSEN 0.98 0.76 0.86
NORMAL 0.94 0.98 0.96
average 0.90 0.88 0.88
Table 10: Classifier with ResNet50 Feature
Precision Recall F1-score
CNV 0.75 1.00 0.86
DME 1.0 0.80 0.89
DRUSEN 0.95 0.79 0.86
NORMAL 0.94 0.98 0.96
average 0.91 0.89 0.89
Table 11: Test Accuracy
HOG LBP DenseNet ResNet
0.5010330 0.4235537 0.880165 0.8925619
than HOG and LBP, as shown in Fig 5. As shown by the lower error (bias
on training and validation data), the CNN based method produced better
feature compared to HOG and LBP.
The performance on the test data is consistent with the performance
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Figure 6: Recall Across The Four Methods
on the training data. Overall, ResNet and DenseNet features outperformed
HOG and LBP in terms of accuracy, as shown in Table 11. The rank for each
class recall is almost consistent across the methods, as visualized in Fig 6.
The recall on CNV is the highest for all methods (0.96, 0.95, 0.99, 1.0 for each
HOG, LBP, DenseNet, and ResNet), followed by the recall on NORMAL.
The result is very likely due to the distribution of the data. CNV and
NORMAL class are the classes with the larger number of instances compared
to the rest, as shown in Table 1. Although DME and DRUSEN slightly under
represented, DenseNet and ResNet still performed much higher than other
methods, greater than 75 % in terms of recall.
In terms of classification performance, ResNet50 slightly outperformed
DenseNet-169. However, considering the feature and network parameters,
DenseNet-169 performed almost equally with ResNet50 with much less pa-
rameter and network size (± 14 M compared to ± 25 M, see Table 4).
4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the classifiers trained on features extracted from deep neural
network demonstrated the best performance. The result indicates that deep
neural network based methods generates better feature compared to HOG
and LBP in OCT image classification.
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